Sean Zaboroski, Counsel

Education
•

Call to the Bar, Ontario: 2009

•

Bachelor of Arts, University of Manitoba
(1988)

•

Master of Business Administration,
University of Manitoba (1998)

•

Bachelor of Laws (LLB), University of
Manitoba (2001)

•

Master of Laws (LLM in Securities Law),
York University (in process)

Areas of Practice
•

Corporate/Commercial/Business Law

•

Securities/Investment Law

•

Financial Services Law

•

Human Reproductive Law

•

Not-for-Profit/Charity Law

Professional & Community Activities
•

Member in good standing of the Law
Society of Upper Canada

•

Member, Canadian Bar Association

•

Member, Ontario Bar Association

•

Foundations For Education (Canada), Pro
Bono Counsel

•

Pink Pearl Foundation, Pro Bono Counsel

Profile
Sean is a business and securities lawyer with experience and abilities in relation to
advising both public and private companies as well as real estate investment projects.
Sean has particular interest and abilities in being involved with entrepreneurial and
start-up ventures and working with such clients to assist with their progress and
development.
Sean has acted for owner-operated businesses, Canadian public companies and
foreign entities that conduct business in Canada. Mr. Zaboroski has assisted with the
listing (IPO, RTO, etc.) and the maintenance of publicly-traded companies, asset and
share acquisitions (both cross-border and domestic), equity and debt financings,
limited partnerships and corporate restructurings, as well as general corporate
governance-related matters.
Most recently Sean was involved in the founding, development and eventual listing
on the Canadian Securities Exchange of a major Canadian company that operates in
the medical marijuana space in the United States. Sean has also recently been
involved with the founding of an investment trust focussed on real estate in the
southern Ontario area.
In addition to business law, Sean practice also focuses on fertility law including
negotiating and drafting agreements related to surrogacy, egg, sperm and embryo
donations, preparation of court declarations of parentage and providing legal advice
in relation to surrogacy laws and third party reproduction laws. These services are
provided with respect and compassion for clients from across Canada and around the
world. More information on this practice can be found at
www.canadianfertilitylawyers.com.
Sean also has extensive experience creating and acting for not-for-profit and
charitable organizations and is providing his legal services to both the Pink Pearl
Foundation and Foundations For Education – Canada on a pro bono basis.
Mr. Zaboroski received his Bachelor of Arts from the University of Manitoba (1988).
Upon graduation, he started and, for several years, successfully ran entrepreneurial
ventures in Winnipeg and Calgary. Upon returning to university, Sean obtained a
Masters of Business Administration degree (1998) and a Bachelor of Laws degree
(2001), both from the University of Manitoba. Mr. Zaboroski is in the final stages of
completing a Master’s Degree (LLM) in securities law from York University
(Toronto, Canada) that he has been pursuing on a part-time basis. Sean has also
successfully completed several courses of the Canadian Securities Institute.

